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Guardicore and Fortinet
Fabric Connector Integration

Synchronize and automate security across your
entire network
Ensuring your security tools are in lockstep can significantly reduce
risk, errors and inconsistencies that may introduce gaps in protection.
The deep integration between Guardicore Centra and Fortinet’s
Fabric Connector Technology provides enterprises with a unified and
consistent security layer that’s always up to date. This improves security
posture and advances Zero Trust network security — even in the face of
today’s fast-paced operational changes.
Extend unified protection
The joint solution enables organizations to synchronize protection with
dynamic operational changes in their environments, extending visibility
from on-premises to the cloud and enforcing granular segmentation
policies on L4-L7.
It also can apply policy-based firewall controls using east-west traffic
inspection, leveraging unified labeling and asset management solutions
for internal applications. This combination ensures consistent access
controls apply to north-south traffic at the perimeter in addition to
internal traffic moving laterally.

The deep integration between Guardicore Centra
and Fortinet’s Fabric Connector Technology provides
enterprises with a unified and consistent security
layer that’s always up to date.

KEY BENEFITS
Provide consistent security
for modern hybrid environments
Implement a Zero Trust architecture
without expensive tools or resources
Easily deploy in minutes
with turnkey integration
Automate security
to ensure protection keeps
pace with DevOps and
business innovation

AVAILABILITY
• The Fortinet Connector for
Guardicore Centra is available in
FortiManager 7.0.1 and above with
Universal Connector management
extension application (MEA)
• Guardicore Centra 5.0 version
36 and above
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How the integration works
Developed by Fortinet, the Fabric Connector technology can activate advanced integrations with just a few
clicks. Security administrators can deploy the integration between Guardicore and Fortinet in minutes without the
need for hardware or software modifications to the underlying infrastructure.
The integration features a built-in Universal Connector management extension application (MEA) that
enables policy automation and provides dynamic object updates between Guardicore Centra and
devices managed by FortiManager.
Once configured, you can also retrieve label and asset information from FortiManager and create objects for
use in FortiGates policies.

Image 1: Integration of Guardicore labels with Fortinet policies and objects

Through the joint solution provided by Guardicore and Fortinet, organizations can automate and synchronize their
security controls in conjunction with dynamic operational changes simplifying overall security management and
ensuring protection doesn’t get in the way of DevOps processes or bringing innovations to market.
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